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ABSTRACT: Miniaturized systems, such as integrated micro-
array and microfluidic devices, are constantly being developed
to satisfy the growing demand for sensitive and high-
throughput biochemical screening platforms. Owing to its
recyclability, and robust mechanical and optical properties,
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has become the most
sought after material for the large-scale fabrication of these
platforms. However, the chemical inertness of PMMA entails
the use of complex chemical surface treatments for covalent
immobilization of proteins. In addition to being hazardous
and incompatible for large-scale operations, conventional biofunctionalization strategies pose high risks of compromising the
biomolecular conformations, as well as the stability of PMMA. By exploiting radio frequency (RF) air plasma and standard 1-
ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) chemistry in tandem, we
demonstrate a simple yet scalable PMMA functionalization strategy for covalent immobilization (chemisorption) of proteins,
such as green fluorescent protein (GFP), while preserving the structural integrities of the proteins and PMMA. The surface
density of chemisorbed GFP is shown to be highly dependent on the air plasma energy, initial GFP concentration, and buffer
pH, where a maximum GFP surface density of 4 × 10−7 mol/m2 is obtained, when chemisorbed on EDC−NHS-activated
PMMA exposed to 27 kJ of air plasma, at pH 7.4. Furthermore, antibody-binding studies validate the preserved biofunctionality
of the chemisorbed GFP molecules. Finally, the coupled air plasma and EDC−NHS PMMA biofunctionalization strategy is
used to fabricate microfluidic antibody assay devices to detect clinically significant concentrations of Chlamydia trachomatis
specific antibodies. By coupling our scalable and tailored air plasma-enhanced PMMA biofunctionalization strategy with
microfluidics, we elucidate the potential of fabricating sensitive, reproducible, and sustainable high-throughput protein screening
systems, without the need for harsh chemicals and complex instrumentation.
KEYWORDS: PMMA, covalent biofunctionalization, air plasma, EDC−NHS, microfluidics, bioassay
1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of microarray1 and microfluidic systems2,3 has
accelerated the development of automated high-throughput
screening (HTS) platforms, that allow parallel multivariate
analysis of chemical4 and biochemical5 compounds. Owing to
their high optical transparency and amenability to thermo- and
vacuum-forming, thermoplastics have been used for large-scale
fabrication of these systems.6 In addition to its robust
mechanical and chemical properties, the thermal decom-
position of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) to its
monomeric constituent (MMA) enables the fabrication of
durable yet recyclable microchips at a low-cost.7 However, the
low surface energy and chemical inertness of PMMA decreases
its compatibility with biomolecules, such as DNA and proteins.
The hydrophobicity of the PMMA surfaces triggers bio-
molecule physisroption via hydrophobic interactions that not
only increases non-specific adsorption but also enhances
biomolecule denaturation.8 Several efforts are being made to
reduce biomolecule physisorption by chemically treating
PMMA surfaces so as to generate functional groups that
enable covalent coupling of biomolecules, with the main aim of
preserving biomolecular conformations and biofunctional
activities.
The most commonly used chemical treatments rely on
aminolysis9,10 or hydrolysis11,12 to generate amine- or carboxyl-
terminated PMMA surfaces, respectively. These methods
require stringent and time-consuming acid or base treatments
which not only change the topography and transparency of the
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PMMA substrates but also pose significant safety issues during
large-scale treatments. Alternatively, Ortiz et al. recently
demonstrated a less harsh method that relies on deposition
of silica nanoparticles on PMMA microchips for subsequent
functionalization with conventional silane chemistry.13
Although the microchips were shown to be biocompatible
with unaltered optical properties, the described method is not
practical for mass production.
In contrast, highly reactive ionized gas plasmas such as
ammonia, argon, oxygen, and so on, have been exploited to
generate active functional groups on PMMA surfaces, thereby
increasing the surface energy and hydrophilicity of the surfaces,
without the use of toxic chemicals.14 Carbondioxide plasma
has been proven to efficiently add active carboxyls on surfaces
of silicon based substrates like glass for subsequent
biofunctionalization of proteins.15 Conversely, due to the
presence of innate carbon atoms on the surfaces of PMMA,
ozone coronas coupled with UV (ultraviolet) irradiation have
been used to generate a mixture of polar groups (carboxyls,
ketones, hydroxyls) to covalently couple DNA fragments to
PMMA surfaces.16 However, UV−ozone oxidation was shown
to confer a blue tint to the PMMA substrate which altered its
intrinsic fluorescence properties. Alternatively, the reaction of
radiofrequency discharge (RF) oxygen17 and water vapor
plasma18 with PMMA surfaces was shown to generate a high
density of polar groups, without altering the bulk properties.
These surfaces were subsequently coated with either thin films
of acrylic acid19 or organosilanes18 for further covalent
coupling with DNA and proteins. While the high susceptibility
to hydrolysis in ambient conditions renders silanated surfaces
unstable during long-term use, a thin-film approach is not
scalable. Recently, owing to their simplicity, air plasmas created
by dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)20−22 and atmospheric-
pressure plasma jets (AAPJ)14 have been exploited to modify
surfaces of thermoplastics such as polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) for chemical and biomolecule coatings. Although
these air plasma jets generate polar functional groups with
similar efficiencies as oxygen plasma, their effects are localized,
creating nonuniform distributions of functional groups. In lieu
to atmospheric pressure discharges, low-pressure radiofre-
quency (RF) air plasma has become increasingly popular for
surface hydrophilization of polymers, including PMMA, to
increase surface wettability for various applications.16,23
However, the efficacy of RF air plasmas to generate sufficient
functional groups on PMMA for biomolecule immobilization is
unclear.
To address the various challenges of achieving reproducible
PMMA biofunctionalization, we took advantage of the ability
of RF air plasmas to generate a mixture of polar functional
groups such as carboxyls, hydroxyls, and carbonates on PMMA
surfaces and selectively exploited the carboxyls for covalent
coupling of proteins via simple 1-ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino)-
propyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS) chemistry. Owing to its intrinsic ability to exhibit
changes in fluorescence emission when exposed to protein-
denaturating conditions, we used green fluorescence protein
(GFP) as a model protein system to quantify the preservation
of biomolecular structure and biofunctionality following
immobilization. Here, we demonstrated that the functional
groups generated on PMMA surfaces when exposed to air
plasma can be subsequently exploited to decrease non-specific
hydrophobic adsorption while increasing selective chemisorp-
Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustrating the covalent immobilization of GFP on air plasma-activated PMMA. The GFP structure in (iv) was obtained
from the Protein Databank (PDB 1GFL) and modified using PyMOL open-source visualization software. The blue rods and red spheres in the
GFP structure indicate the lysine residues and primary amine groups, respectively. (b) Evolution of static contact angles and polar and dispersive
solid−vapor interfacial energies of plasma activated PMMA surfaces as a function of air plasma energy. (c) GFP surface density plotted as a
function of air plasma energy. GFP surface density was calculated from the standard curve in Figure S1. Standard deviations have been calculated
for three independent experiments (n = 3) and within the symbols for the orange data points.
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tion of GFP. Additionally, we found that the GFP surface
density can be tuned as a function of air plasma energy, where
we obtained a maximum surface density of 4 × 10−7 mol/m2,
which is within the desirable protein surface density range
(10−9 to 10−7 mol/m2), to mimic surfaces of cells.24 Binding
studies were performed with GFP specific antibodies, where we
observed that the chemisorption and biofunctionality of the
chemisorbed GFP is highly sensitive to buffer pH. Finally, we
biofunctionalized PMMA microfluidic antibody assay devices
using the described strategy and successfully detected clinically
significant concentrations of Chlamydia trachomatis specific
antibodies. By integrating the described air plasma-enhanced
PMMA protein-functionalization method with microfluidics,
we demonstrated the potential of creating reproducible and
recyclable PMMA microchips for applications in biochemical
screening, on a large scale.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. PMMA sheets (Shinkolite acrylic sheet) was
purchased from Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Japan. EDC, NHS,
isopropyl alcohol (IPA), ethylene glycol, glycerol, phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS), 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), bovine
serum albumin (BSA), and Tween 20 were purchased from Nacalai
Tesque, Inc., Japan. Recombinant green fluorescent protein (rGFP,
632373) was purchased from Takara Bio, Japan. Alexa Fluor 488
conjugated GFP rabbit polyclonal antibody (A-21311), Alexa Fluor
555 rabbit anti-goat secondary antibody (A-21431), Alexa Fluor 488
chicken anti-goat secondary antibody, and DyLight 550 conjugated
streptavidin, were purchased from Thermo Fischer Scientific, Japan.
Recombinant Chlamydia trachomatis major outer membrane protein
(MOMP) (ab226442) and FITC-labeled anti-MOMP polyclonal
antibody (ab30951) were purchased from Abcam, Japan. Human
plasma was provided by Sysmex Corporation, Japan.
2.2. PMMA Surface Treatment, GFP Immobilization, and
Bioassay. 2.2.1. Air Plasma Treatment. PMMA sheets (2 mm
thickness) were cut into strips (37.5 mm × 25 mm) using a carbon
dioxide (CO2) laser scriber (VLS 3.60, Universal Laser Systems,
USA) and briefly rinsed with 98% IPA and milli-Q water. The PMMA
strips were then sonicated in 50% aqueous IPA at 43 kHz, 25 °C for
10 min, rinsed with 98% IPA followed by milli-Q water, and dried well
under a constant stream of nitrogen (N2) gas. The size of the PMMA
strips were kept constant for all surface treatment and characterization
experiments elaborated in this article. The surfaces of IPA-cleaned
PMMA strips were treated with air plasma for varying time intervals
(30 s, 5, 10, and 15 min) at a fixed RF power of 45 W and 60 L/min
flow rate, at 0.25 Torr base pressure, using a high RF power expanded
Plasma Cleaner (PDC-001-HP (115 V), Harrick Plasma, USA) and a
dry scroll vacuum pump (IDP-3, 60 kHz model, Agilent
Technologies, USA) for flow rate control. The plasma-treated
PMMA surfaces were immediately incubated in a 50 mM solution
of EDC−NHS (1:1) in 100 mM MES buffer (pH 5), for 20 min for
surface activation (Figure 1a(i)−(iii)). The activated PMMA strips
were rinsed with milli-Q water and dried with a puff of N2.
2.2.2. GFP Chemisorption Studies. For the GFP immobilization
studies, 0.6 μL droplets of GFP with varying concentrations (1−50
μg/mL), either in 0.01 M PBS buffer (pH 7.4) or 0.01 M MES buffer
(pH 6), were incubated on the activated PMMA surfaces for 15 min
(Figures 1a(iv) and 2). The unbound GFP molecules were removed
by rinsing the biofunctionalized PMMA with a wash buffer consisting
of 0.01 M PBS and 0.05% Tween 20.
2.2.3. GFP-Antibody Binding Studies. Binding studies between the
immobilized GFP and anti-GFP antibodies were carried out to semi-
quantitatively analyze the biofunctionality of the immobilized GFP.
First, the GFP-functionalized PMMA surfaces were blocked with 1%
weight/volume of BSA in 0.01 M PBS buffer for 30 min at room
temperature. The blocked PMMA surfaces were incubated with a 3
μg/mL solution of anti-GFP antibodies in 0.01 M PBS for 1 h at room
temperature (Figure 3). The PMMA surfaces were rinsed well with
wash buffer to remove any non-specifically bound antibodies.
2.2.4. Microfluidic Chlamydia-Specific IgG Assay. PMMA strips
were exposed to 27 kJ of air plasma and activated with EDC−NHS as
described in section 2.2.1. 0.6 μL droplets of 1.25 μM MOMP in PBS
buffer (pH 7.4) were incubated on the activated surfaces for 15 min.
The unbound MOMP fragments were washed with wash buffer (0.01
M PBS and 0.05% Tween 20). The MOMP-functionalized PMMA
strips served as the base of the microfluidic channel. 2D microchannel
layouts (1 cm length × 1.5 mm width) were etched through 53 μm
thick layers of double-sided (ds) adhesive tapes with a CO2 laser
scriber, using a previously described method.25 These etched ds-tapes
were bonded to the MOMP-functionalized PMMA strips on one side
and IPA-cleaned PMMA strips on the other side to complete the
microfluidic device (Figure 4a). The bare surfaces of the PMMA
microchannels were blocked with 1% weight/volume of BSA to
prevent non-specific adsorption. Either human plasma diluted with
PBS buffer (1:2) or PBS buffer samples (100 μL) were doped with
varying concentrations of anti-MOMP IgGs (0.83−13.3 nM) and
pipetted into the inlet of the microchannels. The devices were
incubated for 1 h for the human plasma samples and 15 min for PBS
samples and washed to remove unbound IgGs. Blank reactions were
carried out by flowing IgG-doped samples through BSA-blocked
microchannels without MOMP, and incubated for the same amount
Figure 2. (a) Maximum monolayer adsorption capacity of PMMA
(Qmax) plotted as a function of plasma energy (E). The dotted lines
depict the poynomial (quadratic) fit for the data points. Inset:
Linearized Langmuir isotherm analyses of GFP chemisorbed on
PMMA treated with EDC−NHS and different plasma energies. Solid
lines depict the linear fits of the data points. Error bars are within the
symbols (n = 3). (b) Fraction of active sites bound ( f B) with GFP
plotted as a function of initial GFP concentration (C0) on EDC−
NHS-treated PMMA substrates exposed to 1.35, 13.5, and 27 kJ RF
air plasma, respectively. Solid lines depict data fitting with the Hill
equation (n = 3, R2 = 0.99).
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of times. Finally, fluorescently labeled secondary IgGs (33 nM)
specific to the anti-MOMP IgGs were pipetted into the channels and
incubated for 15 min. Following washing, the microfluidic devices
were imaged via fluorescence microscopy.
2.3. Surface Characterization. 2.3.1. Contact Angle Measure-
ments. Static contact angles of 3 μL droplets of milli-Q water,
ethylene glycol, and glycerol, dispensed at a drop rate of 3 μL/s at 3
different positions on each plasma-treated PMMA surface, were
cumulatively measured by the static sessile drop method (Attension
Theta tensiometer, Biolin Scientific, U.S.A.) to determine the surface
wettability of the PMMA surfaces treated with different plasma
energies.
2.3.2. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed using AXIS-ULTRA
DLD (Kratos Analytical Inc., Manchester UK) with a monochro-
mated Al Kα X-ray source with a power of 150 W (15 kV, 10 mA) to
acquire surface atomic concentrations of carbon (C), oxygen (O),
nitrogen (N), and silicon (Si) on the plasma-treated PMMA strips.
PMMA sheets were cut into 1 cm × 1 cm squares for the
measurements. Survey spectra were measured at pass energy of 160
eV, and high-resolution spectra were measured at 20 eV in an analysis
area of approximately 300 μm × 700 μm with the hybrid lens and slot
modes, with a takeoff angle of 0° to the surface normal. The charge
neutralizer with low-energy electrons was used to compensate the
surface charging. The XPS data were acquired from 2 independent
sets of samples with 5 sweeps in each sample. Data processing was
performed using CasaXPS processing software. The atomic
concentrations were calculated using the sensitivity factors supplied
by the manufacturer. Binding energies were calibrated using
hydrocarbon C 1s at 284.6 eV.
2.4. Data Analysis. The PMMA strips biofunctionalized with
GFP and/or the anti-GFP antibodies were imaged under a FITC filter
using a Nikon Ti-E epifluorescence microscope equipped with a CCD
camera (Orca Frash v4.0, Hamamatsu photonics). All samples were
imaged at a fixed exposure time of 10 s. The raw images captured for
each condition were analyzed and processed using ImageJ (NIH,
USA). First, the large spacial variations of the background pixel
intensities were subtracted from all the raw fluorescence images using
the built-in rolling-ball background subtraction algorithm in ImageJ. A
pixel radius of 300 pixels, greater than the largest signal that was not
part of the background, was used for all images for the background
subtraction. Following background subtraction, the mean pixel
intensity per 1 μm2 area for the selected region of interest (ROI)
that encapsulated the entire droplet, was extracted for each image.
Next, a standard curve relating the normalized mean pixel intensities
and the surface density of immobilized GFP molecules normalized to
the total droplet area (mol/m2) was generated. Finally, the surface
density of immobilized GFP on the different surface treated PMMA
strips was estimated by comparing the extracted normalized mean
pixel intensities of the respective images, with the GFP surface density
standard curve (Figure S1). The microfluidic anti-MOMP IgG assay
devices were imaged and analyzed in a similar fashion as explained
above. After background subtraction, the mean fluorescence intensity
ratios, i.e., the ratio of mean pixel intensity per 1 μm2 area for the
Figure 3. (a) Fluorescence intensity of GFP chemisorbed on EDC−NHS-treated PMMA exposed to 27 kJ air plasma, plotted against initial GFP
concentration (C0), immobilized at pH 7.4 and pH 6 (n = 3). (b) Fraction of active sites bound plotted against C0, for GFP chemisorbed at pH 7.4
and 6. Solid lines depict data fitting with the Hill equation (R2 = 0.98 (pH 7.4); 0.93 (pH 6); n = 3). (c) Fluorescence images and schematic of IgG
bound to increasing surface density of chemisorbed GFP. Scale bar is 500 μm. (d) Binding of IgG to chemisorbed GFP as a function of GFP
surface density q at pH 7.4 and (inset) pH 6 (n = 3).
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assay to that of the blank reactions, were calculated and used for
quantifying the assay. All data have been graphically depicted using
OriginPro2017 (OriginLab, USA). Additionally, the images were
processed post quantification to increase the contrast through linear
modifications in ImageJ for visual depiction.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Air Plasma-Enhanced Covalent Chemisorption of
GFP on PMMA. The immobilization of proteins on the
surfaces of chemically inert plastics such as poly(methyl
methacrylalte) (PMMA) is driven primarily by hydrophobic
attraction. The immobilization of proteins via hydrophobic
interactions increases the probability of protein unfolding and
denaturation.8 Additionally, as these interactions are non-
covalent, they are affected by various environmental conditions
such as water content, ionic strength of the buffer, and so on.
Hence, the proteins can be easily dissociated from the plastic
surfaces when exposed to different buffers and fluid samples.
Furthermore, the hydrophobic adsorption of proteins on the
plastic surfaces, triggers protein unfolding and denaturation.8
To achieve immobilization of proteins with preserved
structural integrity, we demonstrated the potential of utilizing
radio frequency (RF) air plasma to enable covalent
immobilization (chemisorption) of proteins on PMMA,
achieved by linking surfaces of proteins to PMMA without
altering bulk protein conformations.
Here, we exposed the surfaces of IPA-cleaned PMMA to
different energies of RF air plasma by changing plasma
exposure times (30 s−15 min), with a fixed RF power of 45 W,
to generate a mixture of polar functional groups such as
carboxylic acids (RCO2H) and hydroxyl ions (OH
−)
(schematic in Figure 1a(i),(ii)). The generated carboxyl
groups were selectively exploited to covalently link with the
primary amines (NH2) of lysine residues on the surfaces of
GFP via EDC−NHS chemistry (Figure 1a(iii),(iv)). GFP26,27
was used as the model protein to (i) investigate the specificity
of covalent immobilization, since the surface of GFP has a large
number of hydrophobic sites and interactions with PMMA are
predominantly hydrophobic, and (ii) monitor the changes in
conformation of GFP following immobilization, by tracking the
change in its intrinsic fluorescence emission.
First, the change in the hydrophobic nature of PMMA
surfaces was investigated by monitoring the surface wettability
of PMMA when exposed to different plasma energies, by
measuring the respective static contact angles (θc) of water,
ethylene glycol, and glycerol for each treated PMMA substrate
(bars in Figure 1b). The surfaces of PMMA sonicated in IPA
are relatively hydrophobic with θc = 65° and became
increasingly hydrophilic with increasing plasma energy (1.35
kJ < E < 27 kJ). The contact angles remained relatively
constant after E > 13.5 kJ. This effect of apparent saturation of
contact angles is consistent with previous literature that
indicate the saturation of functional groups on PMMA surfaces
at specific plasma energies. With further increase in plasma
energy, the ions penetrate into the bulk of the PMMA, thereby
modifying bulk properties.14,28 As contact angle measurements
are indicative of intrinsic effects on the surfaces of materials,
the saturation of functional groups on PMMA surfaces when
exposed to air plasma, is depicted by the saturation of contact
angles at E = 13.5 kJ. However, the surface roughness of
PMMA was observed to be unchanged when exposed to such
low energies of air plasma (Figure S2). To estimate the free
energy of the PMMA surfaces, the contact angles (θc) for each
test liquid was interrelated with the solid−liquid (γsl), solid−
vapor (γsv), and liquid−vapor (γlv) interfacial energies using
the Young’s equation (eq 1) and the combining rule proposed
by the Owens, Wendt, Rabel, and Kaelble (OWRK) model (eq
2):29,30
coslv c sv slγ θ γ γ= − (1)
2( )sl sv lv sv
d
lv
d
sv
p
lv
pγ γ γ γ γ γ γ= + − + (2)
where, γsv
d , γsv
p and γlv
d , γlv
p (mJ/m2) are the dispersive and polar
components of the solid−vapor, and liquid−vapor interfacial
energies, respectively. The values of γlv
d and γlv
p for the three test
liquids are displayed in Table 1. Equations 1 and 2 were first
combined to form eq 3, and then rearranged to be represented
Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustrating the fabrication of the microfluidic
anti-MOMP IgG assay device patterned with major outer membrane
protein (MOMP) of Chlamydia trachomatis. Inset describes the
binding architecture of biomolecules in the fluorescent-based IgG
assay, in the microchannel. (b) Biding curve depicting the linear range
of anti-MOMP IgG concentrations detected in the microfluidic
devices (R2 = 0.96 (red) and 0.99 (black), n = 3). (c) Images of the
fluorescence-based anti-MOMP IgG assay. Dotted lines delineate the
microchannel walls. Scale bar is 750 μm.
Table 1. Polar and Dispersive Components of the Liquid−
Vapor Interfacial Energies of the Three Test Liquids
Employed in the OWRK Model31
liquids γlv (mJ/m
2) γlv
p (mJ/m2) γlv
d (mJ/m2)
water 72.8 51.0 21.8
ethylene glycol 47.7 16.8 30.9
glycerol 63.4 26.4 37.0
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in the l inear form (eq 4), where the plot of
0.5 (1 cos )/lv c lv
dγ θ γ+ versus /lv
p
lv
dγ γ yields a slope of sv
pγ
and an intercept of sv
dγ .
0.5 (1 cos )sv
d
lv
d
sv
p
lv
p
lv cγ γ γ γ γ θ+ = + (3)
0.5 (1 cos )
sv
d
sv
p lv
p
lv
d
lv c
lv
d
γ γ
γ
γ
γ θ
γ
+ =
+
(4)
The individual dispersive and polar components of the
solid−vapor surface energies of PMMA substrates when
exposed to different plasma energies were extracted from the
linear graph, as shown in Figure S3. As seen from the closed
blue triangles in Figure 1b, the gradual increase and apparent
saturation of γsv
p indicated that air plasma exposure increased
the polarity of PMMA when exposed to plasma energy E < 27
kJ. This depicts that the surfaces of PMMA become
increasingly hydrophilic with increasing plasma energy, owing
to the increase in oxygen incorporation on the PMMA surfaces
as a consequence of air plasma activation, validated by the
changes in oxygen to carbon ratio (O/C) obtained by XPS
analysis (Table 2). Although the O/C ratio was seen to reach
saturation when E > 27 kJ, the distribution of polar functional
groups, obtained from the deconvulated C 1s XPS spectra,28
was seen to vary with respect to the different plasma energies.
In particular, the proportion of carboxyl groups and free
carbonyl groups were highest on the 13.5−27 kJ plasma-
activated PMMA and seen to decrease with further increase in
plasma energy. These results are consistent with previously
described research19,23 where a steady decline of carboxyl
groups was observed after a critical plasma energy, due to
plasma-induced oxidation of PMMA surfaces by free oxygen
radicals.
To verify the carboxyl generation with exposure to air
plasma, the plasma-treated PMMA surfaces were activated by
EDC−NHS and coupled with a fixed concentration (12.5 μg/
mL) of GFP (i.e., chemisorption). In parallel, the same
concentration of GFP was added to plasma-treated PMMA
surfaces without EDC−NHS activation (i.e., physisorption).
The surfaces were washed to remove unbound GFP and
imaged to quantify the surface density of immobilized GFP, by
comparing the fluorescence intensities with a standard curve
(Figure S1). As depicted by the orange squares in Figure 1c,
≈4.5 × 10−7 mol/m2 of GFP was observed to physisorb on
IPA-cleaned PMMA, owing to the hydrophobicity of the
surface (θc = 65°) that triggered hydrophobic physisorption on
GFP. On the contrary, as predicted by the high γsv (blue
triangles in Figure 1b), the high surface energy of the PMMA
surfaces obtained by air plasma treatment reduced non-specific
physisorption of GFP, where the GFP surface density was
lower than the detectable limit of the microscope (Figure S1)
for all plasma energies. However, the surface density of
chemisorbed (covalently coupled) GFP on EDC−NHS-
treated surfaces was observed to be 2- to 3-fold higher for
EDC−NHS-treated plasma-activated PMMA (black squares in
Figure 1c). As EDC−NHS reaction is specific to carboxyl
groups, the ability of EDC−NHS-activated, plasma-treated
PMMA surfaces to chemisorb GFP proves the presence of
carboxyl groups on the PMMA surfaces, in response to air
plasma exposure.
On further examination of the solid squares in Figure 1c, the
GFP surface density was significantly higher when chem-
isorbed (with EDC−NHS) on IPA-cleaned surfaces when
compared to physisorption (no EDC−NHS). This apparent
difference is a result of the high proportion of carboxyl groups
(16%) generated on PMMA surfaces during IPA sonication
when compared to pristine PMMA (7%, Figure S4), as
predicted by previous studies.32,33 As the penetration depth of
X-rays used in XPS is usually between 10−100 nm,34 the
relative percentages of the functional groups do not provide an
absolute estimate of the functional groups present on the
outermost surface of PMMA, that is accessible to the
biomolecules. Hence, the reduction of carboxyl groups cannot
be significantly proven by XPS data alone. However, the
immobilization efficiency of the biomolecules is a direct
measure of functional groups on the surface of PMMA.
Therefore, we quantified the GFP surface density as a method
to characterize the proportion of carboxyl groups on air-
plasma-activated PMMA, treated with EDC−NHS. As seen in
Figure 1c, the surface density of chemisorbed GFP (with
EDC−NHS) was observed to increase with increasing plasma
energy up to 27 kJ, after which the surface density was seen to
decrease. As initially, depicted in Table 2, PMMA surfaces
treated with E > 27 kJ air plasma showed a decrease in
proportion of carboxyl and carbonyl groups. Correspondingly,
the surface density of chemisorbed GFP decreased when
exposed to plasma energies of E > 27 kJ, verifying that the GFP
chemisorption was indeed driven by EDC−NHS-mediated
carboxyl−amine coupling. Additionally, as the XPS measure-
ments are carried out over a period of a few hours, the
proportion of functional groups observed are a measure of the
functionality of PMMA in its relaxed state. The presence of a
Table 2. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopic (XPS) Analysis of Surface Functional Groups Generated on PMMA as a Function
of Air Plasma Energy (E)
peak composition of the C 1s spectra
plasma energy E (kJ) O/C ratio C 1s-1 %a C 1s-1 %b C 1s-1 %c C 1s-1 %d
binding energy (eV) 284.6 286.3 288.6 287.2
0 0.33333 48 20 ± 4 14.5 ± 1.5 1.5 ± 1.5
1.35 0.40845 40.5 ± 1.5 20 ± 1 18.5 ± 1.5 3.5 ± 0.5
13.5 0.44928 41 ± 1 21.5 ± 1.5 20.5 ± 2.5 2 ± 1
27 0.42857 40.5 ± 2.5 21.5 ± 0.5 20 ± 3 3 ± 1
40.5 0.42857 39.5 ± 1.5 22 ± 1 19 ± 2 2.5 ± 0.5
aC 1s-(1−6) correspond to carbon (C)-atoms involved in the bonds of hydrocarbon (C−C/C−H). bC 1s-(1−6) correspond to carbon (C)-atoms
involved in the bonds of methoxy (O−CH3). cC 1s-(1−6) correspond to carbon (C)-atoms involved in the bonds of carboxyl (O−(CO)). dC
1s-(1−6) correspond to carbon (C)-atoms involved in the bonds of free carbonyl (CO−) groups. Peak composition values have been averaged
for five sweeps for each tested condition, over two sets of independent experiments.
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considerable proportion of carboxyl groups (Table 2)
demonstrate that the PMMA surfaces are relatively stable
after a few hours. However, the chemisorption of GFP is the
most efficient within a few minutes of plasma exposure and
EDC−NHS activation.
3.2. GFP Chemisorption with Tunable Affinities on
Air Plasma-Activated PMMA Treated with EDC−NHS.
Efficient covalent immobilization of GFP on activated PMMA
is achieved when GFP is irreversibly chemisorbed on a finite
number of carboxyl sites on the PMMA surface. Assuming that
GFP molecules do not aggregate, the carboxyl sites on
activated PMMA surfaces would saturate at equilibrium,
forming a packed monolayer of GFP. Under these conditions,
the chemisorption of GFP on EDC−NHS-treated, plasma-
activated PMMA surfaces, can be quantified by the Langmuir
adsorption isotherm model.35,36 Here, the behavior of the
EDC−NHS-activated PMMA, treated with increasing RF
plasma energies, was described using the linearized form of
the Langmuir adsorption isotherm:
Q Q bQ C
1 1 1 1
e max max e
= + ·
(5)
where Qmax (mg/g) is the maximum monolayer adsorption
capacity of PMMA and b (L/mg) is the Langmuir equilibrium
chemisorption constant. The values of Qmax and b for GFP
chemisorption on activated PMMA treated with different
plasma energies were extracted from the slopes and intercepts
of the linear plots of 1/Qe versus 1/Ce (inset of Figure 2a)
according to eq 5 and listed in Table 3. Qe (mg/g) is the
amount of GFP chemisorbed on PMMA at equilibrium and Ce
(mg/L) is the GFP equilibrium concentration, estimated from
eqs 6 and 7, for different initial GFP concentration, C0 (M):
Q
qA M
Ve
drop w
drop ρ
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· (6)
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0 drop w
drop
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−
(7)
where q0 = C0Vdrop/Adrop (mol/m
2) is the initial GFP surface
density, and q (mol/m2) is the GFP surface density at
equilibrium, i.e., at saturation, estimated from the standard
curve in Figure S1. Adrop (m
2) and Vdrop (L) are the areas and
volumes of the GFP droplet, Mw = 27 kDa is the molecular
weight of GFP, and ρ = 1180 g/L is the density of PMMA.
As shown in Table 3, the high linearity of the Langmuir
adsorption fits (linearity, R2 = 0.93−0.97), verifies that
monolayers of GFP are chemisorbed on EDC−NHS-activated
PMMA when treated with RF air plasma (inset of Figure 2a).
However, a decrease in the maximum monolayer adsorption
capacity of the PMMA surfaces (Qmax, mol/m
2) as a function
of plasma energy was seen (Figure 2a). This decrease in
adsorption capacity correlated with the decrease of carboxyl
groups seen when PMMA is exposed to E > 27 kJ of air
plasma, as illustrated previously in Table 2. Owing to the large
Qmax for 1.35 < E < 27 kJ treated PMMA surfaces, increased
GFP surface density was consequently obtained, when
activated with EDC−NHS (solid quares in Figure 1b). In
contrast, the chemisorption of GFP on IPA-cleaned PMMA
treated with EDC−NHS did not depict linearity with the
Langmuir adsorption model (linearity, R2 = 0.50, data not
shown), indicating inefficient chemisorption of GFP, and larger
non-specific physisorption of aggregates. Therefore, a mixture
of chemisorbed monolayers and aggregates could contribute to
the high GFP surface density observed in Figure 1c, for IPA-
cleaned PMMA surfaces.
As the EDC−NHS-mediated coupling of proteins and
carboxyl functional groups is highly time-sensitive (low
stability at room temperature),37 the differences in chem-
isorption efficiencies of GFP on EDC−NHS-treated, plasma-
activated PMMA within a fixed reaction time of 15 min, was
investigated. As initially seen in Figures 1b and 2a, 1.35−27 kJ
of air plasma-enabled high GFP chemisorption when treated
with EDC−NHS. Therefore, these PMMA treatment con-
ditions were chosen to further investigate the effect of initial
concentrations of GFP (C0) on the GFP surface densities (q).
The GFP surface density (q) was seen to increase with
increasing C0 for all chosen treatment conditions and appeared
to reach saturation when C0 ≥ 0.93 μM (Figure S5). As
predicted by the high Qmax values (Figure 2a), q was seen to
logarithmically increase with plasma energy from 1.35 to 27 kJ
for all C0. However, a difference in the rate of GFP surface
saturation was observed between these surfaces. The rate of
GFP chemisorption is predominantly inflenced by the affinity
between the PMMA surfaces and the GFP molecules. The
Hill−Langmuir equation (eq 8)38 was used to correlate the
differences in GFP saturation with the affinity of PMMA to
chemisorb GFP, when exposed to plasma energies between
1.35−27 kJ treated with EDC−NHS:
f
C
C K
n
n nB
0
0 A
= [ ]
[ ] + (8)
where f B = q/Qmax is the fraction of active sites on PMMA
(Qmax) bound with GFP (q). KA is the apparent microscopic
dissociation constant, and n is the Hill cooperativity coefficient.
KA is the GFP concentration required to saturate half of the
available sites on PMMA and is a measure of the affinity of
PMMA to GFP.
As shown in Table 4, KA decreases with increasing plasma
energy from 1.35 to 27 kJ, indicating that a low concentration
of GFP (C0 = 0.21 μM) is sufficient to saturate half of the
available sites on EDC−NHS-treated PMMA surfaces exposed
to 27 kJ of air plasma, when compared to lower plasma
energies (C0 ≥ 0.35 μM). As a consequence, the PMMA
Table 3. Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm Parameters for GFP Chemisorption on EDC−NHS-Treated Plasma-Activated PMMA
as a Function of Air Plasma Energy
q (× 10−7 mol/m2)
E (kJ) b (L/mg) Qmax (mg/g) linearity (R
2) C0 = 0.46 μM C0 = 0.93 μM C0 = 1.85 μM
1.35 0.06849 0.0099 0.94 2.49 ± 0.20 3.27 ± 0.02 3.46 ± 0.17
13.5 0.10416 0.00906 0.93 3.0 ± 0.04 3.7 ± 0.01 3.79 ± 0.13
27 0.1321 0.00864 0.95 3.21 ± 0.10 3.92 ± 0.11 4.0 ± 0.05
40.5 0.14119 0.00451 0.97 1.79 ± 0.04 2.19 ± 0.11 2.2 ± 0.06
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surfaces exposed to 27 kJ of air plasma had the highest affinity
to GFP, that enabled the immobilization of GFP with high
surface density within the fixed time constraint of the EDC−
NHS reaction. While the PMMA surfaces treated with 27 kJ air
plasma were saturated with GFP when C0 > 0.93 μM, it was
observed that the maximum fractional coverage achieved ( f B)
was only 72% of the total available sites (Qmax).
The distribution of GFP on the PMMA surfaces can be
predicted by analyzing the value of n, that determines if the
binding of GFP to PMMA is positively cooperative (n > 1),
negatively cooperative (n < 1), or independent of other
binding events (n = 1). The average value of n for the PMMA
surfaces were less than 1 (n = 0.44 ± 0.03), independent of
plasma energy (Table 4). This indicates that the binding of
one GFP molecule to the PMMA surface decreases the binding
affinity of the next GFP molecule. Although the surfaces of
GFP are relatively hydrophobic, the negative cooperativity
between plasma-treated PMMA activated with EDC−NHS
and GFP binding prevented close packing and formation of
multilayer aggregates of GFP at the chosen initial GFP
concentrations. Additionally, steric hindrance could potentially
add to the inability to completely saturate all available binding
sites (Qmax). Nevertheless, significantly high GFP surface
densities were obtained when coupled with PMMA surfaces
exposed to 27 kJ air plasma and treated with EDC−NHS with
relatively low initial concentrations of GFP. Furthermore, the
proposed PMMA biofunctionalization method proved to be
efficient in immobilizing multiple kinds of biomolecules,
namely, IgGs and streptavidin, two commonly employed
biomolecules for functionalization of biosensors. The fractions
of specifically chemisorbed IgG and streptavidin on treated
PMMA were found to be 0.8 and 0.9 respectively, thereby
validating the specificity of our proposed PMMA biofunction-
alization strategy (Figure S6). In section 3.4, we demonstrate
the applicability of this strategy to functionalize microfluidic
bioassay devices with major outer membrane proteins
(MOMP) for the detection of antibodies specific to Chlamydia
trachomatis.
3.3. Preserved GFP Biofunctionality When Chem-
isorbed on PMMA. The extent of the preservation of protein
structures upon immobilization determines their analyte
binding efficiencies and sensitivities. The structure of the
immobilized GFP is dependent on not only the type of surface
interactions (hydrophobic vs covalent) but also the protein
environment.8 Specifically, the pH of the protein solution
heavily influences both the structural and functional integrity
of protein structures and the specificity of covalent
interactions. Several studies have demonstrated that the
fluorescence emission efficiency of GFP, determined by its
structure, is highly sensitive to the pH of the solution.
Therefore, the change in GFP fluorescence emission when
chemisorbed on EDC−NHS-activated PMMA exposed to 27
kJ air plasma as a function of pH was investigated and
correlated with the biofunctionality of the immobilized GFP.
For this study, GFP was immobilized on activated PMMA
using two different solutions with different buffering capacities:
(i) neutral PBS buffer (pH 7.4), and (ii) acidic MES buffer
(pH 6). To achieve the most efficient EDC−NHS mediated
covalent coupling of proteins and substrates, the conventional
rule of thumb is to perform the coupling reactions at a pH less
than the isoelectric point (pI) of the protein. In these
conditions, the protein surfaces are positively charged and are
able to react with the negatively charged carboxyl groups.
Here, a pH of 6 was chosen to achieve maximum covalent
coupling efficiency, as the pI of GFP is around 5.8. A pH of 6
was chosen since, at lower pH, GFP molecular restructuring
has been observed that leads to changes in its biophysical
properties.39 As seen in Figure 3a, with the same initial GFP
concentrations (C0), the normalized fluorescence intensity
(section 2.4) of chemisorbed GFP on activated PMMA (27 kJ
air plasma) at pH 6 is significantly lower than when
chemisorbed at a pH of 7.4. Additionally, the fluorescence
intensity of chemisorbed GFP was seen to reach saturation at
C0 > 1.2 μM for both conditions. However, the saturation
fluorescence intensity was 2-fold lower for GFP chemisorbed
at pH 6 when compared to pH 7.4. To investigate if the
decreases in fluorescence intensity was a result of lower
efficiency of covalent coupling, surface adsorption studies were
performed. The GFP surface densities (q) were extracted from
the fluorescence intensities for the respective conditions, to
investigate the differences in surface saturation using the Hill−
Langmuir equation (eq 8). The fraction of total active sites
(Qmax = 5.8 × 10
−6, Figure 2a) bound by GFP ( f B = q/Qmax)
after a reaction time of 15 min, was 3-fold higher (Figure 3b),
while KA was reduced for GFP chemisorbed at pH 7.4 (Table
5), demonstrating that the affinity of the activated PMMA
surfaces for GFP chemisorption was higher at pH 7.4. While
the differences in chemisorption efficiency at pH 6 and 7.4 are
indicative of the differences in efficiencies of covalent
interactions, the surface adsorption study could not directly
determine if structural changes of GFP occurred during the
chemisorption process.
As any structural changes of GFP would impede its ability to
bind to specific binding partners, binding studies were
performed to investigate the biofunctionality of chemisorbed
GFP as a function of pH. Varying initial concentrations of GFP
were chemisorbed on EDC−NHS-activated PMMA exposed
to 27 kJ air plasma at pH 6 and 7.4, for 15 min. Following
blocking of unbound sites on PMMA, fixed concentrations of
fluorescent anti-GFP immunoglobulin G (IgG) were added to
bind to the chemisorbed GFP (Figure 3c). As seen in Figure
3d, the fluorescence intensity of bound IgG−GFP complex
increases logistically as a function of GFP surface-density for
GFP chemisorbed at pH 7.4. In contrast, the IgG−GFP
complex formation was seen to be independent of GFP surface
density, for GFP chemisorbed at pH 6 (inset of Figure 3d).
These results indicate that GFP chemisorbed at pH 7.4 retains
its structural integrity while maintaining its binding capacity.
Table 4. Hill−Langmuir Equation Parameters for GFP
Chemisorption on Activated PMMA as a Function of Air
Plasma Energy
plasma energy (kJ) KA (μM) n
1.35 1.11 ± 0.17 0.44 ± 0.11
13.5 0.35 ± 0.11 0.41 ± 0.12
27 0.21 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0.14
Table 5. Hill−Langmuir Equation Parameters for GFP
Chemisorption on EDC−NHS-Activated PMMA Exposed to
27 kJ Air Plasma as a Function of pH
pH KA (μM) n
7.4 (PBS buffer) 0.23 ± 0.07 0.54 ± 0.14
6 (MES buffer) 5.62 ± 2.14 0.85 ± 0.20
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However, the efficiency of IgG to bind to GFP chemisorbed at
pH 6 was lower than pH 7.4, indicating that chemisorption at
pH 6 leads to structural changes of GFP, as predicted by
previous studies.40,41
Hence, the decrease in fluorescence intensity appeared to be
a result of the combined effect of structural alterations at pH 6
that lead to lower covalent coupling efficiencies when
chemisorbed on activated PMMA. Although the pH of the
reaction can be manipulated to increase the coupling efficiency,
the structural integrity of the protein is lost as a consequence.
Additionally, we observed that GFP was immobilized onto
treated PMMA surfaces with a layer thickness of ∼20 nm, at
pH 6 (Figure S7). This indicates the presence of approximately
5 layers of GFP molecules, given that the average height of one
GFP molecule is ∼4.2 nm.42 In parallel, an ∼18 nm thick layer
of IgG indicated the binding of 2 layers of IgGs with sideways
orientation (average thickness of 1 IgG molecule = 8.5 nm).43
Therefore, we demonstrated that high surface densities of
structurally preserved, chemisorbed proteins can be achieved
on activated PMMA surfaces, by choosing a more neutral
protein environment, vis-a-̀vis, the protein buffer.
3.4. Microfluidic PMMA Device to Detect Chlamydia-
Specific IgGs. The development of coupled microarray and
microfluidic technology has boosted the creation of mini-
aturized and disposable high-throughput screening chips that
enable parallel analyses of biochemical compounds with
limited reagent quantities and short detection times.44−46
The robust mechanical and optical properties of PMMA has
made this thermoplastic a popular candidate for the fabrication
of these chips.47 However, the lack of scalable and
reproducible chemical modification techniques that enable
controlled immobilization of proteins with preserved function-
alities has hindered the development of PMMA-based
microfluidic-microarray chips.
By exploiting our tailored air plasma-enhanced PMMA
covalent functionalization process, we demonstrated a proof-
of-concept microfluidic bioassay to detect clinically significant
concentrations of immunoglobulins (IgGs) specific to
Chlamydia trachomatis infections. Clinical research has shown
that bacterial C. trachomatis infections are the most prevalent
sexually transmitted infections, contributing to high rates of
miscarriages and infertility worldwide. During several immu-
nization studies,48,49 it was observed that the antigenic major
outer membrane protein (MOMP) of C. trachomatis, induced
the highest immune response, with anti-MOMP IgG secretions
(25 pM−25 μM) detected in the blood serum. Therefore, we
chemisorbed MOMP fragments (C0 = 1.25 μM) on EDC−
NHS-treated PMMA substrates exposed to 27 kJ air plasma at
pH 7.4 that served as the capture biomolecules in the
subsequent IgG assay (inset of Figure 4a).
The MOMP-chemisorbed PMMA substrates were bonded
to bare PMMA substrates, using double-sided (ds) adhesive
tapes consiting of carbon dioxide laser etched microchannels
(Figure 4a). The ds tape served as the channel walls, with the
thickness (53 μm) contributing to the overall microchannel
height. The bare surfaces of the PMMA microchannels were
blocked with BSA to prevent non-specific adsorption. Either
human plasma samples diluted with PBS (1:2) or PBS buffer
samples (100 μL) doped with varying concentrations of anti-
MOMP IgGs (0.83−13.3 nM) were manually pipetted into the
inlet of the microchannels to mimic an “off-the-shelf” bioassay
chip. The IgGs captured by MOMP were visualized via
fluorescence microscopy, with the help of complementary
fluorescently labeled IgGs, pipetted into the channels. Figure
4b,c, depict that the MOMP-functionalized PMMA micro-
fluidic devices enabled the successful capture and detection of
linearly increasing concentrations anti-MOMP IgGs. The
inhomogeneity of the fluorescence intensity in Figure 4c is
due to the cumulative influence of the nonuniform PMMA
substrate and ds tape autofluorescence, observed in the
tetramethylrhodamine (TRITC) excitation and emission
wavelengths during fluorescence imaging. The favorable
capture and detection of anti-MOMP IgGs by the MOMP-
functionalized PMMA microfluidic devices, confirms that the
structural integrity of MOMP is maintained when immobilized
on EDC−NHS-treated PMMA microfluidic channels, acti-
vated by air plasma. Although the anti-MOMP IgGs could be
detected within 15 min from PBS samples, an incubation time
of 1 h was required to reliably detect the same range of
concentrations from the diluted human plasma samples, owing
to the increased proportion of competing proteins in human
plasma.
The efficiency of the microfluidic system was characterized
by calculating the limit of detection (LoD) and limit of
quantification (LoQ) of the systems, using the following
equations:50
sLoD 3.3(SD / )(int)= (9)
sLoQ 10(SD / )(int)= (10)
where, SD(int) and s are the standard deviations of the y-
intercept and the slopes of the linear fit, respectively (black
solid line in Figure 4b). The lowest concentration of anti-
MOMP IgGs that could be detected in the PBS samples using
the microfluidic device (i.e., LoD) was estimated to be 1.35
nM, and the lowest concentration that could be reliably
quantified (i.e., LoQ) was 4.09 nM, 3-fold higher than the
LoD. However, the LoD and LoQ of the microfluidic systems
were higher for the human plasma samples, owing to the
complex nature of the samples (LoD = 2.67 nM, LoQ = 8.08
nM). Nevertheless, the LoQ of the MOMP-chemisorbed,
manually controlled microfluidic chips was within the clinically
significant anti-MOMP IgG concentration range (25 pM−25
μM),48,49 irrespective of the type of fluid sample. The proof-of-
concept microfluidic bioassay device demonstrates the
potential of exploiting our simple yet scalable surface
functionalization process, to create reproducible PMMA
microfluidic protein screening chips, on a large-scale. Addi-
tionally, the LoD and LoQ can be significantly improved not
only by optimizing the microfluidic device geometric and flow
parameters but also by exploiting more sensitive detection
mechanisms in the future.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Immobilization of proteins onto plastic surfaces such as
PMMA is primarily driven by hydrophobic interactions. This
entails that hydrophobic proteins have higher affinity to
PMMA than hydrophilic proteins. However, hydrophobic
interaction-driven immobilization not only causes high non-
specific adsorption of proteins but also leads to protein
unfolding to expose hydrophobic residues. In contrast,
covalent interactions exploit the surface properties of both,
the protein and PMMA surfaces. However, the surfaces of
PMMA are inert and require stringent surface manipulations to
render the surfaces functional for immobilization of proteins.
Here, we demonstrated a simple and rapid method exploiting
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the ability of air plasma to generate activated carboxyl groups
on PMMA that enabled covalent coupling of GFP via EDC−
NHS mediated chemistry while reducing non-specific
adsorption. We observed that the GFP immobilization
efficiency was dependent on the plasma energy, where the
surfaces exposed to 27 kJ of air plasma were seen to have a
good mixture of polar and hydrophobic groups, which resulted
in maximum affinity for GFP immobilization, requiring lower
concentrations of GFP to achieve surface saturation.
Owing to the time-sensitive EDC−NHS reaction, the ability
to achieve high GFP surface density with lower initial
concentrations of GFP, is immensely advantageous, as it
could enable the fabrication of reagent-friendly bioassay
substrates with ease. Additionally, we demonstrated that the
immobilization efficiency and biofunctionality of the immobi-
lized GFP is pH-dependent. GFP immobilized at a more
neutral pH (pH 7.4) was shown not only to enable high GFP
surface density but also to allow efficient binding with anti-
GFP IgG, thereby demonstrating the preservation of GFP
biofunctionality after immobilization on to PMMA. We
demonstrated the applicability of the proposed strategy for
specific chemisorption of a wide range of biomolecules,
namely, IgGs, streptavidin and major outer membrane proteins
(MOMP) of C. trachomatis. Finally, the optimized function-
alization method was exploited to fabricate microfluidic
antibody assay devices to detect clinically significant
concentrations of antibodies specific to C. trachomatis. By
reliably immobilizing both GFP and MOMP fragments on
EDC−NHS-activated air plasma-treated PMMA substrates, we
present the potential applicability of the demonstrated strategy
for covalent functionalization of PMMA with different families
of proteins.
Conventional methods for functionalizing plastic surfaces
with proteins to create disease diagnostic tools such as ELISA
plates and microfluidic chips rely on methods that are difficult
to scale up for industrial applications. Our rapid and scalable,
yet controlled, biofunctionalization method serves as a
benchmark platform to fabricate reproducible, high-throuph-
put protein screening systems, further driving innovations in
chemical and biochemical screening assays.
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